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Abstract
Rainfall data of high temporal resolution are required in a multitude of hydrological applications. In the present paper, a temporal rainfall
disaggregation model is applied to convert daily time series into an hourly resolution. The model is based on the principles of random
multiplicative cascade processes. Its parameters are dependent on (1) the volume and (2) the position in the rainfall sequence of the time
interval with rainfall to be disaggregated. The aim is to compare parameters and performance of the model between two contrasting climates
with different rainfall generating mechanisms, a semi-arid tropical (Brazil) and a temperate (United Kingdom) climate. In the range of time
scales studied, the scale-invariant assumptions of the model are approximately equally well fulfilled for both climates. The model parameters
differ distinctly between climates, reflecting the dominance of convective processes in the Brazilian rainfall and of advective processes
associated with frontal passages in the British rainfall. In the British case, the parameters exhibit a slight seasonal variation consistent with
the higher frequency of convection during summer. When applied for disaggregation, the model reproduces a range of hourly rainfall
characteristics with a high accuracy in both climates. However, the overall model performance is somewhat better for the semi-arid tropical
rainfall. In particular, extreme rainfall in the UK is overestimated whereas extreme rainfall in Brazil is well reproduced. Transferability of
parameters in time is associated with larger uncertainty in the semi-arid climate due to its higher interannual variability and lower percentage
of rainy intervals. For parameter transferability in space, no restrictions are found between the Brazilian stations whereas in the UK regional
differences are more pronounced. The overall high accuracy of disaggregated data supports the potential usefulness of the model in hydrological
applications.
Keywords: Rainfall, temporal disaggregation, random cascade, scaling, semi-arid, temperate climate.
Introduction
The access to high-resolution temporal rainfall data is of
prime importance in a multitude of hydrological applications
including rainfall-runoff and water balance modelling, flood
forecasting and computer models of pollutant transport. The
serious floods in Europe and elsewhere during recent years,
whether related to the rainfall regime or to changes in the
land use, emphasise the importance of assessing accurately
short-term processes of runoff generation. For basin-scale
applications, traditionally a daily time step has been used in
hydrological models. Particularly for modelling flood flows,
however, rainfall time series of higher resolution are
required, since high rainfall intensities over short periods
frequently have a significant effect on peak flows and flood
frequency curves. While daily data are usually available,
rural areas are often located at some distance from the nearest
high-resolution gauge. Moreover, if such data exist, due to
the difficulties associated with the acquisition of high-
resolution rainfall data, they almost certainly contain gaps
during which only daily data are available. There is thus
often a need to disaggregate daily rainfall volumes into finer
time steps, and this issue has been the focus of some previous
studies. One group of approaches is based on fitting
theoretical probability distribution functions to variables
such as number of events per day, starting times, and event
volume and duration (e.g. Hershenhorn and Woolhiser,
1987; Econopouly et al., 1990; Connolly et al., 1999).
Another group has started out from rectangular pulses
stochastic rainfall models (Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1987,
1988) and devised ways to use these for disaggregation (e.g.
Bo et al., 1994; Glasbey et al., 1995; Cowpertwait et al.,
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1996). In a flood modelling context, one of few approaches
employed is the so-called average variability method
(Pilgrim et al., 1969; Lamb and Calver, 1998).
A novel approach to model the statistical distribution of
rainfall in time and space that has emerged during the
eighties and nineties is by random cascade processes (e.g.
Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987). In the sense used here, a
cascade process repeatedly divides the available space (of
any dimension) into smaller regions, in each step re-
distributing some associated quantity according to rules
specified by the so-called cascade generator. Originating as
a turbulent kinetic energy model (e.g. Yaglom, 1966), this
concept was proposed to reproduce the empirically observed
scaling behaviour of rainfall (e.g. Gupta and Waymire,
1990). In general, scaling may be defined as a log-log linear
relationship between statistical moments of various orders
and a scale parameter. This behaviour is a generic feature
of random cascades. Concerning the presence of scaling and
applicability of cascade models to temporal rainfall, this
has been supported in a number of empirical data analyses
(e.g. Hubert et al., 1993; Olsson, 1995; Harris et al., 1996;
Svensson et al., 1996; Tessier et al., 1996). With regard to
temporal rainfall modelling, this has been performed mainly
by calibrating the general so-called universal multifractal
model (e.g. Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990) on rainfall time
series (e.g. Hubert et al., 1993; Olsson et al., 1993; Tessier
et al., 1993, 1996; de Lima and Grasman, 1999), but other
random cascade models have also been employed (e.g.
Menabde et al., 1997, 1999; Deidda et al., 1999).
Olsson (1998) developed a cascade-based model for
continuous rainfall time series. The model combined an
underlying hypothesis of cascade-type scaling with
empirically observed features of temporal rainfall. Besides
the more simplistic and applied nature of the model, the
main difference compared with other approaches was the
assumption of a dependency between the cascade generator
and two properties of the time series values, namely rainfall
volume and position in the rainfall sequence. This
assumption was supported in an analysis of a rainfall time
series from southern Sweden, and the model was shown to
be applicable between approximately 1 week and 1 hour.
After calibration, the model was used for disaggregation
from approximately 16 hours to 1 hour. Despite being built
solely upon scaling properties, the model reproduced not
only the scaling behaviour of the observed data, but also
the intermittent nature and the distributional properties of
both individual volumes and event-related measures.
The purpose of the present study is to develop further
and test the model with various objectives, the main one
being to assess the performance in different climate regimes.
Specifically, it is intended to evaluate the value of the
cascade scheme for representing and disaggregating rainfall
in two different climates, and to relate both model parameters
and the accuracy of generated data to regional
meteorological characteristics. Other aims include
assessments of extreme value performance, parameter
transferability in space and time, and disaggregation in the
specific range 1 day to 1 hour, a scale range of high practical
relevance.
Rainfall data
As an example of a semi-arid climate, rainfall data of three
stations in north-eastern Brazil were analysed (Table 1). The
rainfall regime in the study area is characterised by a rainy
season with duration of about five months and maximum
precipitation in March or April. The principal mechanisms
generating rainfall are: (1) The Intertropical Convergence
Zone which migrates seasonally, reaching its southernmost
position in March, (2) cold fronts and their remnants from
high latitudes of the southern hemisphere, (3) tropical meso-
scale mechanisms, like upper tropospheric cyclonic vortices,
land-sea circulations and topography-driven meso-scale
circulations and (4) local convection due to surface heating
(Ramos, 1975; Kousky, 1979, 1980; Kousky and Gan, 1981;
Nobre and Molion, 1988). All mechanisms produce
favourable conditions for ascending motion of moist air and
the generation of convective precipitation (Nobre and
Molion, 1988).
The three stations in north-eastern Brazil are located on a
450 km northeast-southwest transect, all in the interior with
a minimum distance from the coast of about 350 km. Mean
annual precipitation increases from about 550 mm at station
Tauá in one of the driest parts of the North-eastern semi-
arid region, to 950 mm at station Projeto Piloto approaching
the humid Amazonian region. The interannual variability is
high, with annual precipitation deviating from the mean by
on average 20–30% (Kousky, 1979).
As an example of a temperate climate, rainfall data from
three stations in the United Kingdom were examined
(Table 1). The British rainfall regime is characterised by
frontal systems bringing autumn and winter maxima
(October to February), together with some convective
activity, mainly in summer. Average annual totals vary from
over 2500 mm in parts of northern and western areas of
Scotland and Wales to less than 600 mm in parts of south-
east England. The dominant direction of airflow over the
British Isles is from the south-west and west. Frontal
precipitation from Atlantic weather systems is enhanced over
the higher topography of the north and west of the British
Isles (stations W and T). While British convective rainfall
cannot always be clearly separated from the frontal type
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Table 1. Attributes of the six rainfall stations used in this study and summary statistics of 1-hour time series
(CV: coefficient of variation of 1-hour rainfall volumes, r1: lag-one autocorrelation coefficient).
Name of station† Projeto Picos Tauá 238605 908915 495038
Piloto
Abbreviation J C U A T W
Region Southern Central Ceará East Southern Wales
Piauí Piauí Anglia Scotland
Country Brazil Brazil Brazil UK UK UK
Latitude* 8°26’ S 7°01’ S 6°00’ S 5476 3236 2919
Longitude* 43°52’ W 41°37’ W 40°25’ W 2049 6132 2035
Altitude (m a.s.l.) 250 220 400 76 260 341
Time period 07/95-03/99 05/95-03/99 05/95-11/97 02/88-12/92 01/91-12/94 08/91-07/95
Mean annual
precipitation (mm) 950 650 550 588 1447 2512
Percentage of
0-values 96.1 96.5 97.2 93.0 79.2 76.1
CV 1.90 1.88 1.71 1.29 1.21 1.22
r1 0.29 0.33 0.41 0.48 0.67 0.76
Enclosed boxes
(% of all wet boxes) 23.7 20.0 19.9 30.4 52.6 56.3
† Station number for British stations
* UK grid reference for British stations
(Barry and Chorley, 1987), convectional rainfall associated
with thunderstorm activity is more vigorous in the summer
months (June to August), and is in general associated with
higher temperatures, more commonly found in the south
and east (station A).
The two-day, five-year return period rainfall exceeds
150 mm in parts of the north and west of Britain and is less
than 50 mm in parts of the south and east. The one-hour
five-year return period rainfall for most of Britain lies
between 15 and 20 mm (Natural Environment Research
Council, 1975). The three sites used in this investigation
were chosen to be representative of British rainfall
conditions, and to have a comparatively good length of
hourly data with a minimum of interruption to the continuous
record. In addition, the sites met quality criteria based on
the degree of similarity between the gauge observations and
adjacent check gauges (Lamb and Gannon, 1996).
A tipping bucket measurement device with maximum
resolution of 0.2 mm was common to all the six stations of
this study.
As the present study concerns disaggregation to sub-daily
time scales, diurnal nonstationarities and correlation patterns
are of interest. For the British data, an approximately
uniform mean distribution of hourly rainfall volumes within
a day exists. The correlation of adjacent 1-hour interval
volumes or the autocorrelation of interval volumes of a
certain hour for consecutive days do not depend on the
location of these intervals within the day. For the Brazilian
data, a slight predominance of certain hours with higher
average rainfall volumes or a stronger correlation to adjacent
hours can be observed. These temporal patterns are,
however, different for the three stations used.
Methodology
The model employed is a multiplicative random cascade of
branching number 2 with exact conservation of mass. The
multiplicative weights W1 and W2 associated with one
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branching are specified by the cascade generator
    0 and 1  with probability P(0/1)
W1, W2 =     1 and 0 with probability P(1/0)      (1)
  W
x/x and 1– Wx/x  with probability P(x/x)
where 0<W
x/x<1 and P(0/1)+P(1/0)+P(x/x)=1. The
probabilities P and the probability distribution of W
x/x are
assumed to be approximately constant over a range of time
scales (or, equivalently, temporal resolutions), i.e. to be
scale-invariant. In practice, the above formulation means
that the model divides the series repeatedly into non-
overlapping time intervals (boxes). If the total rainfall
volume in a box is V, V1=W1×V is assigned to the first half
and V2=W2×V to the last. Each half is then branched similarly
to a doubled resolution, and so on. When evaluating model
applicability for an observed time series, starting from the
resolution of the data, consecutive box volumes are added
two by two. The weights W1 and W2 can then be directly
estimated as the ratio of each volume to their accumulated
volume. By repeating this procedure to successively lower
resolutions all weights may be extracted, the probabilities
P and the distribution of W
x/x at each resolution estimated,
and their degree of scale-invariance assessed.
Olsson (1998) found the present model to be applicable
between approximately 1 week and 1 hour for rainfall in
southern Sweden with a uniform distribution of W
x/x. The
probabilities P, however, showed a distinct dependence on
two characteristics of the box to be branched, namely rainfall
volume and position in the rainfall sequence. P(x/x) was
found to increase with increasing volume and, with regard
to the position, P(x/x) was higher for boxes inside a rainfall
sequence than for boxes at the edge of it. Also, P(1/0) was
substantially lower for a box at the beginning of a rainfall
sequence than one at the end, and vice versa for P(0/1).
Therefore, in the present study, the same division into
position classes as in Olsson (1998) is employed, i.e.
(1) box preceded by a dry box (V=0) and succeeded by a
wet box (V>0) (starting box), (2) box preceded and
succeeded by wet boxes (enclosed box), (3) box preceded
by a wet box and succeeded by a dry box (ending box), and
(4) box preceded and succeeded by dry boxes (isolated box).
The relevance of such a division for stochastic modelling
has long been recognised (e.g. Buishand, 1977).
To accommodate the volume dependence, each position
class was divided into two volume classes. To distinguish
between small and large volumes, various limits were tested:
mean, median, and upper and lower quartile of the box
volumes in the position class. Figure 1a shows the typical
location of these limits in an ordered plot of volumes. Since
the lower quartile is located in a region of zero gradient and
the upper quartile is close to the mean, using quartiles was
discarded. Comparative testing using mean and median,
respectively, showed little difference in model parameters.
Although using the median has the advantage of making
the number of values in both volume classes equal, the mean
was chosen as it is located approximately where the gradient
starts to increase. This approach is also justified by the
observed form of the increase of P(x/x) with increasing
rainfall volume of the box to be branched. For both the
Brazilian and British stations, the mean roughly localises
the volume where P(x/x) approaches a plateau, although this
is less pronounced in the Brazilian case where P(x/x) exhibits
a larger scatter at higher volumes (Fig. 1b).
It has to be emphasised that the present cascade approach
does not cover the correct reproduction of regularities in
the timing of rainfall events at scales smaller than the one
from which the disaggregation started. Thus, the diurnal
patterns found for the Brazilian data (see Rainfall data
section) cannot be reproduced. If such patterns are of
practical relevance for further application of the
disaggregated time series, the present model should not be
used. Improving performance in this respect would require
additional model parameters characterising the deterministic
patterns, e.g. corresponding to the parameter storm starting
time used in some previous approaches (e.g. Hershenhorn
and Woolhiser, 1987).
Concerning model calibration, in the present study the
original procedure of Olsson (1998) is modified in a number
of ways. The main change is a weighting of the model
parameters. For the P values this implies that, when
averaging over a range of resolutions, each P value is
assigned a weight according to the number of boxes used in
its calculation. Generally, the higher the resolution, the larger
the number of contributing boxes and consequently the
higher the accuracy of the estimated P values. Another
modification concerns the distribution of W
x/x. In Olsson
(1998) both weights W1 and W2 were included, leading to
symmetrical distributions (since W1=1-W2). While
facilitating the fitting of a theoretical distribution, this means
that any asymmetry in the empirical distribution of W1 and
W2, respectively, is neglected. As a consequence, when using
the model for disaggregation, the internal event structure
becomes random. However, by including only W1 in the
distribution (and calculating W2 as 1-W1) internal event
asymmetries in the observed data may to some extent be
reproduced by the model. As an example, consider the case
of isolated boxes, which essentially contain an entire rainfall
event. It is often observed that most of the total event volume
occurs during the first half of the event (e.g. Huff, 1967). In
the present context, this means that W1>W2 or, in
probabilistic terms, P(W1>0.5)>P(W1<0.5), which will be
{
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reflected in the distribution of the W1 of isolated boxes. Thus,
only the W1 values are used to define the distribution of
W
x/x in the following analysis. This in turn means that a
uniform distribution will not be a valid approximation. In
fact, due to the strong variation in the shape of the empirical
distribution between position and, to some extent, volume
classes, fitting theoretical distributions is virtually
impossible. Therefore, in the present study the actual
empirical distributions are used in the disaggregation model.
Based on the mean number of histogram values, the
distributions are specified as seven-interval histograms. In
the histograms, W1 values from all resolutions within the
studied range are pooled. This corresponds to the weighting
of the P values, making the more accurately determined
higher-resolution histograms exert greater influence.
The present studies focus exclusively on disaggregation
of daily values. Since the data employed are of a 1-hour
resolution and since the cascade model implies resolutions
expressed as the highest resolution multiplied by a power
of two, the actual range used in the calibration is 1 (20) to
32 (25) hours. To quantify the variation of the P values and
the W
x/x histograms within this range, mean absolute
differences were used. For each class and branching type,
the differences were calculated between the weighted
average P and the P of each resolution. Similarly, for each
class and histogram interval, the differences were calculated
between the pooled probability mass and the mass of each
resolution (in this calculation three-interval histograms were
used to decrease the statistical scatter).
For the British data, to assess intra-annual parameter
variations, model calibration was carried out for each
station’s total period and for seasonal subsets (winter: Dec-
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Fig. 1.(a) Typical location of mean and quantiles in an ordered plot of individual rainfall volumes belonging to a particular position class. (b)
Empirical probabilities P(x/x) as function of rainfall volume, classified in 1mm-intervals (all wet intervals of time scales 2-32 hours and all
position classes merged), station W (temperate climate) and station J (semi-arid climate).
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Feb, spring: Mar-May, summer: Jun-Aug, autumn: Sep-
Nov). For the Brazilian data, no seasonal subdivision was
made since the  amount of rainfall outside the Brazilian rainy
season is very small and a separate parameter assessment
for the dry period would be highly unreliable. Therefore,
the parameter values are determined on the basis of the entire
annual time series.
Following the model calibration, a range of disaggregation
experiments was performed. When using the model for
disaggregation, the class of each wet box is determined first,
after which a random number is drawn to determine the
type of branching. In the case of x/x, a second random
number is drawn to determine W1 and W2. The experiments
were separated into two parts, one termed theoretical and
one termed practical. In the theoretical part, the total 1-
hour time series for each station and season was aggregated
into 32-hour values which were then disaggregated back to
1-hour values using the cascade model calibrated on the
very same series (experiment E32/1). This is theoretical in
the sense that, in practice, (1) the calibration data differ from
the actual data to be disaggregated and (2), 32-hour values
are never available. However, this type of experiment
determines first of all whether the methodology is at all
suited for disaggregation, and further provides the most
accurate basis for comparing performance between stations
and seasons.
The practical part corresponds to real-world model
applications. In this respect, a critical issue is the discrepancy
between the repeated resolution doubling inherent to the
present, discrete cascade model and the frequent need to
disaggregate (the commonly available) daily rainfall values
into the hourly resolution commonly used in hydrological
modelling. This limitation may be overcome by using a
continuous cascade model, not based on resolution doubling
but applicable between arbitrary scales (e.g. Tessier et al.,
1993). The implementation of such models is, however, far
more intricate and practicable schemes have yet to be
developed and tested. Further, even if 1.5-hour or 45-min
values (which can be directly ‘cascaded’ from daily values)
could be accepted in the application, it is highly likely that
the cascade model would have to be calibrated on hourly
values since this is often the highest available time resolution
of rainfall data. Two experiments were conducted to
investigate how to overcome this discrepancy, both starting
by aggregating the 1-hour volumes into daily values. In the
first experiment (termed E24/32/1), the daily values were
converted into a 32-hour resolution, firstly by dividing them
into three equal 8-hour volumes and, secondly by
aggregating the latter four by four. As an example, consider
the series of daily values 0, 12, 0, 30 which is divided into
the 8-hour volumes 0, 0, 0, 4, 4, 4, 0, 0, 0, 10, 10, 10 and
then aggregated to the 32-hour volumes 4, 8, 30. These
‘artificial’ 32-hour volumes were then disaggregated to 1-
hour volumes with the cascade model. In the second
experiment (termed E24/0.75/1), the daily values were
directly disaggregated in five steps to 45-min volumes,
which were then converted to 1-hour volumes in a similar
fashion. Finally, the theoretical experiments were modified
to consider two real-world scenarios. The first concerned
infilling, i.e. to fill gaps in hourly series by disaggregating
daily values from the same station using the model calibrated
on existing hourly data. For this purpose, split-sample
experiments (termed ESP32/1) were performed for each
station in which the model was calibrated on two-thirds of
the series and then used to disaggregate the remaining one-
third. The second real-world scenario concerned spatial
parameter transferability. This was tested by disaggregating
the total period of each station using the parameters (i.e. P
values and W
x/x distributions) of the other stations
(experiment ETR32/1).
In each disaggregation experiment, 100 statistical
realisations were generated and compared to observed
1-hour data in terms of four validation variables: individual
1-hour volume (iv), event volume (ev), event duration (ed),
and length of the dry period between consecutive events
(dp). Observed and generated data were compared in terms
of mean and standard deviation of these variables. Moreover,
extreme values were assessed by comparing both the
absolute maximum value and the number of exceedances
of thresholds specified as five and ten times the mean
observed 1-hour volume of the actual period and station,
Mn(iv).
For the events, two definitions were used. In the first, an
event was defined as consecutive non-zero 1-hour values,
i.e. the minimum separation between events was one dry
hour. Although simple and intuitively sensible, this
definition is arbitrary and not necessarily the most relevant.
An alternative theoretical means of defining events proposed
by Restrepo-Posada and Eagleson (1982) is to find the
minimum separation at which events become mathematically
independent. The method of Restrepo-Posada and Eagleson
(1982), which is essentially a simplified way to assess
whether event interarrival times are distributed
exponentially, was applied to the data from both climates.
For the British data the minimum separation was found to
be in the order of 4-5 hours, whereas for Brazil it was ~90
hours. These values agree roughly with values given by
Restrepo-Posada and Eagleson (1982) for similar climates.
However, 90 hours is first of all not a practical, realistic
value and, further, appeared to be influenced strongly by
long dry periods during the non-rainy season. When the
rainy season was studied separately the value approached
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the British values and, therefore, a minimum separation of
four dry hours was chosen as the second event definition.
Besides mean and standard deviation, for each validation
variable a root mean square relative error (MRE) was used
to compare the entire distributions. From the data generated,
an averaged list was constructed with the values in
decreasing order for each realisation and then the first,
second, etc. value of all realisations were averaged. This
ordered list was compared with the observed ordered list
by dividing the latter into bins of size 0.6 standard deviations
of the actual variable, calculating the averages obsi within
each bin, and calculating the corresponding averages cali
of the generated list. The binning was required to keep the
MRE value from being dominated entirely by the numerous
small values in the generally strongly skewed distributions;
0.6 standard deviations is a recommended bin size (Maniak,
1993). MRE of each validation variable was calculated as
(2)
and to obtain an overall measure of the accuracy of a certain
disaggregation experiment, MRE was averaged over all
seven variables (Mn(MRE)).
Results and discussion
CALIBRATION
Branching type probabilities P
Empirical branching type probabilities P for each position
and volume class and each station are presented in Table 2.
A dependence of the probabilities on the box characteristics
(i.e. rainfall volume and position in the rainfall sequence)
was apparent for all stations. P(x/x) was higher for boxes
above the mean volume than below mean volume (see also
Fig.1b) and, further, was highest for enclosed boxes and
lowest for isolated boxes. Due to two types of symmetries
in the P values, the number of independent values may be
reduced from 16 to 8. (1) P(0/1) for starting boxes is nearly
identical to P(1/0) for ending boxes, and vice versa for
starting boxes. (2) For enclosed and isolated boxes,
MRE
cal obs
obs
i i
i
=
−




2
Table 2. Weighted probabilities P of the three types of division for all position and volume classes, derived from the total
observation period of each station, resolutions 1-32 hours.
Position         starting        enclosed        ending       isolated
Volume below above below above below above below above
P(0/1)
J 0.56 0.49 0.24 0.18 0.20 0.13 0.44 0.28
C 0.54 0.39 0.24 0.20 0.20 0.14 0.42 0.27
U 0.51 0.45 0.27 0.13 0.24 0.06 0.41 0.27
A 0.54 0.30 0.21 0.11 0.17 0.05 0.36 0.23
T 0.46 0.21 0.15 0.03 0.15 0.03 0.33 0.23
W 0.45 0.22 0.13 0.02 0.16 0.04 0.36 0.21
P(1/0)
J 0.24 0.11 0.26 0.08 0.46 0.38 0.40 0.28
C 0.21 0.08 0.27 0.11 0.53 0.34 0.39 0.30
U 0.22 0.12 0.23 0.13 0.48 0.42 0.43 0.32
A 0.16 0.05 0.21 0.09 0.52 0.29 0.38 0.28
T 0.14 0.03 0.16 0.03 0.40 0.22 0.34 0.20
W 0.13 0.02 0.14 0.02 0.37 0.22 0.39 0.23
P(x/x)
J 0.21 0.41 0.50 0.74 0.34 0.49 0.16 0.44
C 0.24 0.53 0.49 0.69 0.26 0.52 0.18 0.43
U 0.27 0.43 0.50 0.74 0.28 0.53 0.16 0.40
A 0.30 0.65 0.59 0.80 0.32 0.66 0.27 0.49
T 0.40 0.77 0.69 0.94 0.45 0.76 0.33 0.58
W 0.42 0.76 0.73 0.96 0.46 0.74 0.26 0.56
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P(0/1)≈P(1/0). These findings agree with the results of
Olsson (1998) for Swedish rainfall time series and
corroborate the relevance of a distinction into different box
types.
A measure of variation within the calibration range of 1
to 32 hours, the mean absolute differences between the
weighted average P of   Table 2 and P of each time resolution,
was calculated to be 0.04–0.06 for the British stations and
0.06–0.08 for the Brazilian stations. The higher variation
of the Brazilian stations can be attributed mainly to a larger
statistical scatter between scales due to the lower number
of rainy intervals in the Brazilian data (Table 1). When
determining P values for a shortened British time series with
the same number of rainy intervals as in the Brazilian case,
the resulting variation of P with time scale was even larger
than that for the semi-arid climate. Looking at P values as a
function of time scale, no trends could be recognised in most
cases. An exception might be the slight increase of P(x/x)
with increasing time resolution for enclosed boxes (Fig. 2
for station W). A similar pattern was found for the other
stations. Thus, scale invariance of P in the range of 1 hour
to 32 hours was considered to be a reasonable assumption
in this study. This is in line with the results of Olsson (1998)
who found that P values were fairly constant for time scales
above 1 hour.
Mean differences of P values between seasonal subsets
were generally small for all British stations (0.03, 0.07 and
0.04 for stations A, T and W) and did not expose any obvious
pattern when comparing spring, autumn and winter. For the
summer, however, P(x/x) was lower than in any other season,
particularly when compared to winter. This observation is
due to a more frequent occurrence of convective rainfall
events in the temperate climate during the summer. Their
shorter event duration leads to a higher probability of rainfall
occurring in only one of two successive time intervals, i.e.
a lower P(x/x).
For the British stations, mean absolute differences in P
values of the total time series were small when comparing
stations T and W, but considerably higher between stations
A and T or A and W, respectively (Table 3a). In fact, the
pattern of P values between position and volume classes
was identical for stations W and T, whereas P(x/x) for station
A was on average 0.1 lower than P(x/x) of W and T (Table
2 and Table 3b). This reflects the location of A within the
temperate climate, characterised by a higher probability of
convective events. Differences in P between the Brazilian
stations were similar to the homogeneous British stations
W and T (Table 3a). These differences, however, could not
be attributed to any systematic deviation of P between
branching types or position/volume classes (Table 2). They
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Fig. 2. Empirical probabilities P(0/1), P(1/0) and P(x/x) as function of time scale for all position classes below mean volume, station W
(temperate climate) .
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may be associated with larger uncertainties in the case of
the Brazilian data, where the number of elements is small,
in particular for the above-mean volume classes.
Differences in P values between the two climates were
large, with the British station A being closer to the Brazilian
characteristics than T and W (Table 3a). The main feature
which distinguishes probabilities of the semi-arid climate
from those of the temperate climate refers to P(x/x), which
is substantially lower in the semi-arid for all position and
volume classes (Table 2 and Table 3b). Furthermore,
differences in the P(0/1) and P(1/0) values for starting and
ending boxes were more pronounced in the British data
(Table 2). The reason for both these observations is the
dominance of short-term convective rainfall events in the
tropical climate which implies a lower probability of long-
duration rainfall sequences than advective events. The latter
comprise a continuous sequence of wet intervals also at a
higher time resolution thus producing larger P(x/x) values.
Concerning starting and ending boxes, the probability of
having, for example, a 0/1-division for a starting box is thus
higher than in the semi-arid case. There it is more probable
that this box belongs to an independent short-term rainfall
event at a higher time resolution, resulting in a 1/0-division
at some cascade level. This reasoning is similar to that
applied for seasonal differences in the temperate climate,
although leading there to a considerably smaller effect in
terms of a decreasing P(x/x) in summer.
Distribution of W
x/x
Figures 3 and 4 show typical examples of pooled W
x/x
histograms for all position and volume classes in both
climates. For the class below mean rainfall volume, the
histograms exhibit an approximately triangular distribution
with its peak around 0.5. The triangular shape was less
pronounced for the Brazilian data, particularly when
comparing the position class of isolated boxes which was
almost completely dominated by the 0.5 histogram class in
the British data. This implies that it is more likely for a certain
rainfall volume to be composed of evenly distributed
volumes at a higher time resolution in the temperate climate
than in the semi-arid climate. Principal rainfall
characteristics of both climates are thus reflected properly.
Temperate-climate rainfall events are characterised by a long
duration with intensities remaining roughly constant during
subsequent intervals while the tropical climate is
characterised by short-term events with highly time-variable
intensities. The histograms of starting and ending boxes of
the British stations are characterised by a skewness in shape,
with W
x/x<0.5 being more frequent than Wx/x>0.5 for starting
boxes and vice versa for ending boxes. This is physically
reasonable as for starting boxes a larger share of the rainfall
volume is attributed to the second half, thus closer in time
to the centre of the rainfall event. This tendency was even
more pronounced with increasing rainfall volume (moving
from the below-mean to the above-mean volume class),
making the approximately triangular distribution having its
maximum at the smallest (largest) W
x/x values for the starting
(ending) class. These observations justify the use of
asymmetrical histograms for W
x/x, as internal event
asymmetries do indeed exist in the analysed data and can
consequently be reflected in the disaggregation procedure.
For the Brazilian data, the triangular distributions of W
x/x in
the below-mean volume classes inverted into an
approximately V-shape for all above-mean volume classes.
It is thus more likely for large rainfall volumes to be
separated into two uneven parts than for smaller volumes,
even for enclosed and isolated boxes. In the below-volume
class, the maximum possible W
x/x is defined by the ratio of
the mean volume to the maximum resolution of the
measurement device. In the above-volume class, ratios can
be considerably higher, thus resulting in broader
distributions of W
x/x which automatically puts stronger
weight on the marginal histogram classes.
In testing the scale-invariance of the histograms for the
range of time scales under consideration, a visual inspection
Table 3. Mean absolute difference of all P values between all stations, averaged over all position and volume
classes and all branching types (a). Mean difference of P(x/x) between all stations, averaged over all position
and volume classes (b).
Station  J        C                  U       A                  T
(a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b)
C 0.03 -0.01
U 0.03 -0.01 0.04 0.01
A 0.07 -0.10 0.06 -0.09 0.07 -0.10
T 0.14 -0.21 0.13 -0.20 0.14 -0.20 0.07 -0.10
W 0.13 -0.20 0.13 -0.19 0.13 -0.20 0.07 -0.10 0.02 0.01
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Fig. 3. Histograms of W
x/x values for all position and volume classes, station W (temperate climate).
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Fig. 4. Histogram of W
s/x values for all position and volume classes, station C (semi-arid climate)
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of histograms for different resolutions revealed a generally
large scatter, particularly for classes with a small number of
values. For the same reason, the variation was larger for the
three Brazilian stations, where mean absolute interval
differences were in the range of 9.0–11.8, compared to a
range of 7.3–8.3 for the British stations. Nevertheless, the
general pattern of histogram shapes discussed above could
in principle be observed for all time scales in the range of
1–32 hours. However, a clear trend was present for enclosed
boxes, whose histogram shape changes from triangular at
small time scales to approximately uniform, or even V-
shaped for the semi-arid case, at larger time scales. Thus,
the probability of one rainfall volume being divided into
two uneven volumes decreases with increasing resolution
in favour of a smoother separation. However, as this
tendency was not obvious for other position classes and less
significant for the Brazilian data than for the British, the
scale-invariance of W
x/x distributions in the scaling range of
this study was considered to be fulfilled.
DISAGGREGATION
Theoretical experiments
Results of disaggregation experiments E32/1 are given in
Table 4 (part I). For all stations, the number of non-zero
1-hour intervals and their mean rainfall volume were
reproduced accurately by the model. The standard deviation
of individual volumes was slightly overestimated, pointing
to intervals with too high generated rainfall volumes.
Assessing the performance of disaggregations in the view
of event characteristics, and taking one dry hour as a
minimum interval between two events, Table 4 shows that
event durations were underestimated by the model for all
stations. The number of generated events was too high,
although the number of individual volumes was represented
adequately. This indicates that continuous sequences of wet
boxes were split up too frequently into separate events.
Consequently, event volumes and the length of dry periods
were underestimated. The overall distribution of dry periods,
however, was well represented (MRE(dp1) in Table 4) mainly
because long dry periods are preserved by the model during
disaggregation. In terms of the second event definition (four
dry hours as minimum separation between events), the
performance of the cascade model is very satisfactory. Mean
and standard deviation of event volumes, event duration
and length of dry periods were generated accurately, the
difference in performance between climates is low.
Summarising disaggregation results for all validation
variables (Mn(MRE) in Table 4), the stations in the semi-
arid climate, dominated by convective rainfall events,
perform better than the stations in the temperate climate.
Variation in performance between the stations in the semi-
arid climate is low. Variations within the temperate climate
are more pronounced, related mainly to the overestimation
of extreme values of individual rainfall volumes.
Performance improves with decreasing annual rainfall and
increasing influence of convection on rainfall generation.
Typical autocorrelation functions for both climates (Fig.
5) were generally considerably underestimated by the model.
In the semi-arid climate, autocorrelation is lower than in
the temperate climate due to the short-duration rainfall
events. Nevertheless, an increase of correlation for shorter
time lags was, in principle, reproduced by the model. This
may be attributed to the model taking into account specific
parameters for different position classes and unsymmetrical
distributions of W
x/x which both enable representation, to
some extent, of the correlation structures between successive
intervals.
Concerning extreme values (Table 5), an overestimation
was observed in particular for the British stations. Too many
volumes exceeding the five times mean volume threshold
were generated for stations W and T, whereas the number
was well reproduced for the other stations. For the higher
threshold (ten times the mean volume), an overestimation
appeared for all stations, more severe for the British than
for the Brazilian stations. Accordingly, the MRE of
individual volumes deteriorated in the same way. For an
explanation of these differences in model performance
between the stations, consider the ensemble of the 20 largest
interval volumes at different time scales (Table 5 and Fig.
6). As expected, mean maximum volumes decrease with
increasing time resolution, although  for the semi-arid
climate the decrease is considerably lower than for the
temperate, in particular compared to station W. This is
reasonable in the view of the dominating rainfall
mechanisms. Rainfall events of long duration at the British
stations accumulate to large volumes at a lower time
resolution, whereas for the Brazilian stations large volumes
are composed mainly of singular short events with high
intensities. The cascade model, however, was not able to
represent the decrease of extreme volumes adequately in
cases where the ratio between mean maximum 32- and 1-
hour volumes was high in the original data, i.e. in the
temperate climate with high annual rainfall.
To assess the effect of parameter variation with seasons
on disaggregation of British time series, the seasonal series
were disaggregated using both their own seasonal
parameters, and parameters from the total period of the
station. Differences in model performance of both
approaches were small for all stations (Table 6). Thus, the
small differences between seasonal model parameters had
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Station J C U
obs I II obs I II obs I II
(a)
No(iv) 1253 1258 1504 1205 1206 1449 634 616 708
Mn(iv) 2.7 2.7 2.2 2.7 2.7 2.3 2.1 2.2 1.9
Sd(iv) 5.2 5.3 4.6 5.1 5.7 4.7 3.7 4.6 4.0
MRE(iv) 0.13 0.13 0.19 0.14 0.30 0.25
No(ev1) 668 802 728 622 755 689 339 410 361
Mn(ev1) 5.0 4.2 4.6 5.3 4.4 4.8 4.0 3.3 3.7
Sd(ev1) 10.1 7.7 8.8 10.7 8.4 9.2 9.1 6.8 7.9
MRE(ev1) 0.21 0.14 0.21 0.14 0.21 0.11
Mn(ed1) 1.9 1.6 2.1 1.9 1.6 2.1 1.9 1.5 2.0
Sd(ed1) 1.6 1.0 1.4 1.7 1.1 1.5 1.8 1.0 1.4
MRE(ed1) 0.26 0.16 0.26 0.15 0.32 0.19
Mn(dp1) 46.7 38.9 42.5 52.6 43.4 47.1 64.0 53.0 59.8
Sd(dp1) 183.8 168.4 176.1 152.8 140.3 145.5 155.9 143.2 152.1
MRE(dp1) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01
No(ev4) 519 518 504 486 494 482 261 277 263
Mn(ev4) 6.4 6.4 6.6 6.8 6.7 6.8 5.2 4.9 5.1
Sd(ev4) 11.7 10.8 11.4 12.1 11.5 12.0 10.6 9.6 10.2
MRE(ev4) 0.09 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.10 0.06
Mn(ed4) 2.9 3.4 3.8 3.0 3.3 3.8 2.9 3.0 3.3
Sd(ed4) 3.7 3.8 3.9 2.9 3.7 3.9 3.1 3.5 3.5
MRE(ed4) 0.25 0.30 0.27 0.35 0.14 0.17
Mn(dp4) 59.7 59.3 60.5 66.9 65.3 66.5 82.6 77.4 81.9
Sd(dp4) 206.7 206.8 209.1 170.2 169.5 170.3 173.5 168.7 173.8
MRE(dp4) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Mn(MRE) 0.14 0.11 0.15 0.12 0.15 0.12
(b)
No(iv) 2760 2828 3105 7299 7195 7790 7709 7740 8376
Mn(iv) 0.85 0.83 0.76 0.92 0.93 0.86 1.3 1.3 1.2
Sd(iv) 1.1 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.6 1.9 1.7
MRE(iv) 0.35 0.16 0.44 0.31 0.71 0.55
No(ev1) 1126 1482 1305 2216 2785 2479 2043 2661 2324
Mn(ev1) 2.1 1.6 1.8 3.0 2.4 2.7 4.9 3.8 4.3
Sd(ev1) 3.7 2.6 2.9 6.5 4.4 5.2 11.4 7.7 9.0
MRE(ev1) 0.23 0.20 0.29 0.20 0.29 0.20
Mn(ed1) 2.5 1.9 2.4 3.3 2.6 3.1 3.8 2.9 3.6
Sd(ed1) 2.5 1.4 1.9 4.1 2.5 3.2 4.7 3.0 4.0
MRE(ed1) 0.33 0.23 0.34 0.21 0.28 0.14
Mn(dp1) 32.8 24.8 28.0 12.5 10.0 11.0 12.8 9.8 11.0
Sd(dp1) 64.7 57.7 61.0 24.7 22.0 23.4 26.6 24.0 25.5
MRE(dp1) 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04
No(ev4) 748 836 797 1113 1227 1203 1073 1109 1089
Mn(ev4) 3.1 2.8 3.0 6.0 5.5 5.6 9.3 9.0 9.2
Sd(ev4) 4.8 4.3 4.4 10.5 10.0 8.1 18.9 17.7 18.1
MRE(ev4) 0.09 0.07 0.08 0.04 0.12 0.11
Mn(ed4) 4.5 4.7 5.0 8.1 7.8 8.2 8.6 9.2 9.5
Sd(ed4) 4.7 5.1 5.3 9.6 9.9 10.3 11.2 11.8 12.3
MRE(ed4) 0.15 0.18 0.13 0.16 0.09 0.12
Mn(dp4) 48.5 42.8 44.8 23.3 20.7 20.9 23.0 21.4 21.6
Sd(dp4) 74.6 71.9 73.3 31.3 29.9 30.6 33.7 33.9 34.2
MRE(dp4) 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Mn(MRE) 0.17 0.13 0.19 0.15 0.27 0.17
Table 4. Comparison between observed (obs) and disaggregated 1-hour time series for Brazilian stations
(a), British stations (b). I: experiment E32/1, II: Experiment E24/0.75/1. (No: number, Mn: mean, Sd:
standard deviation, iv: non-zero 1-hour rainfall volume [mm], ev: event volume [mm], ed: event duration
[hours], dp: length of dry period [hours], subscript: minimum separation between events [dry hours].)
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no significant effect on the quality of disaggregation results.
This applies even for the summer season, where parameter
variation relative to the remaining seasons was most
pronounced. An improvement with respect to the number
of generated rainy intervals was counteracted by a decrease
in the performance of extreme value simulations, leading
to a similar or even higher Mn(MRE) using seasonal
parameters. This suggests that the intra-annual parameter
variations may be neglected in view of overall model
performance in the temperate climate. However,
disaggregation accuracy is highest during summer (Table
6), in line with the previously observed model improvement
with increasing influence of convective rainfall generation.
Practical experiments
Experiments E24/32/1 and E24/0.75/1 compare two
approaches for disaggregation of daily to hourly time series
which deal with the restriction to specific time resolutions
inherent in the cascade model. Results were considerably
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Fig. 5. Autocorrelation for observed and disaggregated (experi-
ments E32/1 and E24/0.75/1) 1-hour time series for stations
C (semi-arid climate) and T (temperate climate).
Table 5: Performance of disaggregated versus observed 1-hour data with regard to extreme rainfall volumes
for each station, experiment E32/1. (iv: 1-hour rainfall volume [mm], Mn: mean, Max: maximum, NE:
number of exceedances, nMn: volume threshold of n times Mn(iv), LT: the 20 largest rainfall volumes at
the T-hour level.)
Station              J             C            U            A             T            W
obs dis obs dis obs dis obs dis obs dis obs dis
Mn(iv) 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.1 2.2 0.85 0.83 0.92 0.93 1.3 1.3
Max(iv) 60.2 60.9 48.4 65.3 25.2 53.4 12.6 23.2 15.0 26.9 12.6 43.0
NE(5Mn) 56 50 59 50 26 22 59 60 147 160 140 166
NE(10Mn) 9 13 7 13 5 7 4 13 5 28 0 32
MRE(iv) 0.13 0.19 0.30 0.35 0.44 0.71
Mn(L32) 50.6 50.6 53.0 53.0 34.7 34.7 23.4 23.4 47.4 47.4 84.6 84.6
Mn(L1) 29.1 33.1 28.4 35.5 17.0 21.7 8.1 10.8 9.1 14.3 10.6 21.5
Mn(L32)/ Mn(L1) 1.7 1.5 1.9 1.5 2.0 1.6 2.9 2.2 5.2 3.3 8.0 3.9
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Fig 6. Mean of the 20 largest interval volumes  as function of time
scale, observed (obs) and disaggregated (dis, experiment E32/1)
time series for British (a) and Brazilian stations (b).
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better for E24/0.75/1. The principal problem of E24/32/1 is
a large overestimation of the number of rainy intervals
(No(iv)) which makes all other validation variables perform
unsatisfactorily, too. For E24/0.75/1, there was also an
overestimation of No(iv) of about 17% for the Brazilian
stations and 9% for the British stations. However, this was
considerably lower than for E24/32/1 and the results in terms
of all other validation variables were also superior for E24/
0.75/1. It is concluded that the conversion of 45-min values
to 1-hour values after disaggregation is preferable to the
conversion of 24-hour values to 32-hour values before
disaggregation. The reason is that the percentage of rainy
intervals is higher in the converted data series than in the
original ones. Therefore, No(iv) is overestimated in both
experiments, but to a considerably larger extent in
E24/32/1 because the error is increased at each
disaggregation step. In fact E24/0.75/1 in most respects
performed better than not only E24/32/1 but also (the
theoretical) E32/1 (Table 4). This indicates that the higher
level of detail in the 24-hour values is important and that
disaggregation generally should start from as high a
resolution as possible. However, the conversion from 45
min to 1 hour may also have influenced the results positively.
Figure 7 compares the distributions of validation variables
in observed 1-hour values and 1-hour values disaggregated
in E24/0.75/1. The overall agreement was generally good,
in particular for the Brazilian stations, with some deviations
of the disaggregated time series occurring in the
reproduction of extremes. One-hour volumes were
overestimated for the British stations, whereas event duration
and volume (for minimum event separation of 1 dry hour)
were somewhat underestimated in both climates. Event
characteristics for the definition of 4 dry hours as minimum
separation between events were generally better represented.
The slight overestimation of event duration in this case is
an effect of the excessive number of non-0 intervals (Table
4, part II), which split up dry periods, thereby concatenating
two rainfall sequences into one event. The overestimation
of No(iv) was larger for the semi-arid data. This is due to
their lower percentage of rainy intervals, which implies that
the impact of the artificial increase of No(iv) resulting from
data conversion is relatively more apparent. For both
climates, the complete distributions of individual 1-hour
volumes were represented even better than in the theoretical
disaggregations of real 32-hour time series, E32/1 (Table
4). The main reason is a reduced overestimation of extreme
volumes, which can be attributed at least partly to the
smoothing of intensities while converting from 45-min to
1-hour values. Autocorrelation functions for both climates
were better represented in E24/0.75/1 than in E32/1 with a
particular improvement at lag 1 hour (Fig. 5). This is also
partly related to the conversion approach, where the rainfall
volume of one disaggregated 45-min interval may be
distributed to two 1-hour intervals, thereby increasing the
correlation between successive intervals. Other differences
in performance between stations and climates are similar in
their structure to those discussed in the section on theoretical
experiments.
The results from experiment E24/0.75/1 may be compared
with the results from previous approaches to rainfall
disaggregation in the same scale range. For methods based
on distribution-fitting of event characteristics, performance
is generally evaluated in terms of ev and ed. Hershenhorn
and Woolhiser (1987) used the two-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test to verify the hypothesis that observed and
simulated distributions of ev and ed were statistically similar
(significance level 0.05). For the binned values of ev and
ed used to calculate MRE, this hypothesis could not be
rejected for any of the stations in the present study. Connolly
et al. (1998) used a parameter EF, essentially measuring
the closeness to the line x=y in plots such as Fig.7 and, for
their stations, found on average EF≈0.8 for both ev and ed
when excluding the 5% highest values (EF=1 means perfect
match). For the present data, the equivalent EF values are
generally >0.95 for the plots in Fig.7, somewhat lower (~0.7)
for ed, station J. For disaggregation methods based on
rectangular pulses models, performance has been evaluated
in terms of the 1-hour structure by the fraction of zero-values
(f(0)), variance (Va), and lag-1 autocorrelation (Acf(1)). Very
generally, the models have reached a near-perfect f(0), Acf(1)
within 10% of observed value, and Va within 20% of
observed value (e.g. Bo et al., 1994; Glasbey et al., 1995).
The accuracy of simulations are of similar quality, somewhat
lower for Acf(1) and higher for Va. Overall the performance
of the present model compares favourably with previous
Table 6. Performance of disaggregation of seasonal subsets
in terms of Mn(MRE) with seasonal parameters (a) and total
parameters (b), stations A, T and W (temperate climate).
(winter: Dec-Feb; spring: Mar-May; summer: Jun-Aug;
autumn: Sep-Nov).
Station   A   T  W
winter (a) 0.18 0.18 0.20
winter (b) 0.17 0.21 0.22
spring (a) 0.19 0.20 0.21
spring (b) 0.19 0.21 0.20
summer (a) 0.14 0.15 0.18
summer (b) 0.13 0.10 0.18
autumn (a) 0.18 0.18 0.23
autumn (b) 0.18 0.17 0.23
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Fig. 7. Comparison of distributions of validation variables for observed and disaggregated 1-hour data for (a) station T, temperate climate,
and (b) station J, semi-arid climate, experiment E24/0.75/1. (iv: non-zero 1-hour rainfall volume [mm], ev: event volume [mm], ed: event
duration [hours], dp: length of dry period [hours], subscript: minimum separation between events [dry hours].)
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approaches.
Besides the practical relevance of extending high
resolution rainfall time series of stations where only a short
period of 1-hour measurements are available, split-sample
tests are a more rigorous validation method, examining the
transferability of model parameters (and concepts) in time.
The results of the split-sample disaggregations exhibit a
notable difference between the climates (Table 7). Whereas
for the British stations the performance in terms of Mn(MRE)
and the number of generated wet 1-hour boxes was equal to
or even better than the disaggregations of the complete time
series (Table 4), a decline in performance was observed for
the Brazilian stations. Within the semi-arid climate, No(iv)
was overestimated for stations J and C and severely
underestimated for station U. The differences in parameters
between the calibration and the validation period were
considerably larger for the semi-arid than for the temperate
data, both in terms of P values and W
x/x histograms (Table
7). The main feature of these differences was a markedly
higher P(x/x) in the calibration period of stations J and C
and the opposite for station U. This explains the observed
deviations of generated No(iv) in the split-sample
disaggregation. For the British stations, the differences in
parameters were low and, consequently, performance of the
split-sample test was comparable to the disaggregations of
the complete data period. The improvement of Mn(MRE)
for station W was due exclusively to a better representation
of extreme values, which might be chance.
Two possible explanations for the higher variation of the
semi-arid parameters exist. First, the number of rainy hours
per year is roughly seven times lower for the semi-arid
hourly data leading to a higher statistical scatter (Table 1).
Second, the higher interannual variability of precipitation
in the semi-arid study area implies that the parameter set
calibrated on one year might not be adequately applicable
in the next year. Consequently, longer time series are needed
to obtain a calibration quality similar to that of the temperate
climate. The 1.5 year calibration period of station U is at
the lower limit of a sound applicability for the present
approach as the number of values in some classes is small.
On the other hand, to get all properties of the cascade
generator estimated accurately, a larger total number of rainy
intervals is required in the temperate climate due to the
dominance of the enclosed position class (Table 1). In the
semi-arid climate, rainfall is more equally distributed among
position classes, leading to a similar quality of parameter
estimation.
Another objective of practical relevance was to test the
spatial transferability of parameters. In Table 8,
disaggregation performance is compared for all
combinations of stations in both climates. The results reflect,
closely,  differences in parameters between station and
climates. For the stations within the semi-arid climate,
disaggregation results were very similar. Thus, the
parameters of one station can be applied for disaggregation
of another station without any remarkable loss in
performance. The same applies for stations W and T in the
temperate climate. The parameters of station A,
characterised by considerably lower mean annual rainfall,
could not be applied for stations W and T, however, without
a pronounced loss in model performance. Notably, the model
performance for station A was similar with parameters from
all the other stations in terms of Mn(MRE), although with
deviations in an opposite sense (see No(iv)) when applying
the British or Brazilian parameters. The rainfall regime of
station A has thus intermediate properties with respect to
the parameterisation of the cascade model. This can be
related to the general tendency for convective rainfall
activity to play a greater role in the south and east of the
British Isles than in the north and west. A detailed weather
Table 7. Comparison between observed (obs) and disaggregated 1-hour time series
for experiments ESP32/1 and E32/1. Diff(P): Mean differences of P values between
calibration and validation period, averaged over all position and volume classes
and all branching types, Diff(W
x/x): Mean difference of pooled histograms between
calibration and validation period, averaged over all position and volume classes.
Station J    C U A           T             W
No(iv), obs 401 401 261 1010 2615 2651
No(iv), ESP32/1 430 486 203 949 2570 2576
Mn(MRE), ESP32/1 0.15 0.18 0.19 0.17 0.18 0.23
Mn(MRE), E32/1 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.27
Diff(P) 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.04
Diff(W
x/x) 6.8 6.6 7.6 3.8 2.4 5.0
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type analysis of the specific rainfall time series used is not
available. As expected, the model performance was poorest
when the semi-arid parameters were applied to station W
and T and vice versa.
Summary and conclusions
A temporal rainfall disaggregation model based on the
principles of random multiplicative cascade processes was
applied in two contrasting climates, a semi-arid tropical
(Brazil) and a temperate (United Kingdom). The aim was
to convert daily time series into an hourly resolution. In
this range of time scales, the scale-invariant assumptions of
the model were shown to be approximately equally well
fulfilled for both climates. The model parameters differed
distinctly reflecting the dominance of convective processes
in the Brazilian rainfall and of frontal passages in the British
rainfall. In the British case, the parameters exhibited a slight
seasonal variation consistent with the higher frequency of
convection during summer. When applied for
disaggregation, the model reproduced a range of hourly
rainfall characteristics with  high accuracy in both climates.
However, the overall model performance was somewhat
better for the semi-arid tropical rainfall. In particular,
extreme rainfall was constantly overestimated for the British
stations whereas extreme rainfall in Brazil was well
reproduced. Transferability of parameters in time was seen
to be associated with larger uncertainty in the semi-arid
climate due to its higher interannual variability and lower
percentage of rainy intervals. For parameter transferability
in space, no restrictions were found between the Brazilian
stations whereas in the UK regional differences were more
pronounced. Mean annual rainfall is a potentially appropriate
measure to which parameter variations within the temperate
climate can be related.
The present study is, to the authors’ knowledge, the first
to address differences in not only the parameters but also
the performance of a cascade-based rainfall model with
geographical region and governing rainfall processes.
Concerning the parameters, their variation could be
interpreted directly in terms of the physical processes
involved. Concerning the performance, this improved with
increasing rainfall variability, in turn associated with an
increasing convective activity. The poorer performance for
frontal-dominated temperate regions was manifested mainly
in an overestimation of extreme rainfall, or more specifically
in an inability of the model to reproduce a sharp decrease in
maxima with increasing temporal resolution. For other
cascade models, explicit extreme value analyses have
generally not been performed. Thus, it is hard to conclude
whether this is a general problem of cascade models or is
specific to the present scheme. However, the necessity to
smooth singularities as the cascade proceeds towards higher
resolution when dealing with geophysical fields has been
recognised previously (e.g. Marshak et al., 1994). This has
prompted the development of so-called bounded cascades
for rainfall, whose parameters depend explicitly on the actual
resolution (e.g. Menabde et al., 1997, 1999). In the present
framework, singularity smoothing would amount to having
P(x/x) and/or the fraction of probability mass located close
to the centre of the W
x/x histograms increasing with
increasing resolution. Such tendencies are indeed present
in the data sets but  the increase is weak and did not appear
sufficient to abandon the scale-invariant model assumptions
which performed well for the semi-arid case. Alternative
possible means of improving model performance with
respect to extreme values in the temperate climate include
incorporating a third volume class with specific parameters
Table 8. Performance of disaggregated 1-hour time series for all stations in terms of Mn(MRE) (a) and
No(iv) (b). Experiment ETR32/1. (bold: Performance of disaggregation of one station with parameters of
the same station.)
Disaggregation of station:
J C         U A T   W
(a)      (b) (a)      (b) (a)      (b) (a)      (b)  (a)      (b) (a)      (b)
with parameters of station:
J 0.14  1285     0.14    1166 0.16  612 0.27  1832 0.54  3256 0.66  3320
C 0.14  1293 0.15  1206 0.16  628 0.27  1896 0.53  3316 0.66  3352
U 0.14  1266 0.15  1175 0.15  616 0.26  1854 0.51  3274 0.63  3346
A 0.24  1860 0.24  1717 0.22  882 0.17  2828 0.35  5041 0.45  5100
T 0.47  2737 0.48  2513 0.40  1279 0.20  3865 0.19  7195 0.25  7404
W 0.48  2760 0.49  2517 0.40  1282 0.21  3932 0.18  7464 0.23  7740
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for extreme values or defining the P values as functions of
the rainfall volume. Representing rainfall from contrasting
climates may require not only adjusting the parameters but
also using a conceptually different cascade model
framework.
Besides the extreme value overestimation for some
stations, the overall high accuracy of model disaggregated
data supports its potential usefulness in hydrological
applications. Some open questions are related to the time
scales of applicability. The present study was confined to
the range 1 day to 1 hour but useful disaggregation may be
possible to even smaller scales. Another workable
experiment is to calibrate the model using only a daily time
series and evaluate up to which resolution disaggregation
of the same series can be performed accurately. This
possibility is a notable advantage of the present model
compared with existing alternatives. Finally, besides
assessing the quality of disaggregated data solely by
comparison with observations, tests using the disaggregated
data in hydrological modelling are required to evaluate their
practical value. Early tests of cascade-disaggregated rainfall
from daily to hourly time intervals with a simple runoff
modelling approach (Calver, 1996) suggest that, over periods
of the length used in the testing above, water resource issues
are likely to be covered adequately by cascaded rainfall. It
is, however, in the modelling of floods, particularly the more
extreme events, that synthetic rainfall may introduce error.
This comment should, however, be set in the context that
other sources contribute to error in flood frequency
modelling, notably in model structure and parameter
identifiability. Moreover, an accurate description of not only
the temporal but also the spatial rainfall distribution is crucial
for successful hydrological modelling. Assessing the
potential of the cascade methodology in this respect is an
important area of future research.
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